PLAYGROUNDS!

Kids like to play tag or just __ each other
Keep your dog on a __
Tall, mature trees provide much needed __ in the summertime
Be sure to put your __ is the proper disposal container
Many playgrounds are adjacent to sports __ for soccer or football
__ tables allow you to enjoy a snack or meal
A __-__ goes up and down if you balance the weight correctly
Some are long and fast, others are curvy or shaped as tubes
Stay clear of the __ or you might get kicked by the user
__ courts are often fenced in so you don't have to chase the ball
Some playgrounds might have a __ pool for small children
__ give patrons a better place to rest than sitting on the ground
Walking or __ paths are nice for adults to use
__ can play with their children or relax and watch
A __ is a place where children can play with their shovels and pails
Depending on the __ playgrounds are usually busy places
Chain up your bike to a __ to keep it safe
Older __ can play for hours
Going to the playground is a good way for children to get __
Some parks have a drinking __ to quench your thirst
Some playgrounds have mini-sized equipment for __
The play __ is often colorful and fancifully designed - like a ship
Parks with __ are nice, especially if you are potty training a toddler
__ __ are a common ground cover to avoid injuries
Shoot some hoops on the __ court
Children work on their arm strength playing on the __ __
The Parks and __ department maintains the city parks & playgrounds
Some kids might get sick on the __-__-__, so don't go too fast!